Molecular mechanisms of the formation of DNA double-strand breaks and induction of genomic rearrangements.
The probability that damage occurs in closely opposed sites on complementary DNA strands increases when DNA is heavily modified with mutagenic agents. Enzymatic excision of the opposite lesions produces DNA double-strand breaks which give rise to genomic rearrangements (deletions, insertions, etc.). Plasmid systems were developed for studying chemical lesions leading to double-strand breaks and the fate of broken plasmid molecules within bacterial cells. Deletions result from the base-pairing of fortuitously located direct repeats flanking the DNA broken ends; as a consequence, the latter are joined, while the DNA fragment between the direct repeats is deleted. Genomic rearrangements arise during the repair of the DNA double-strand breaks, and both events are due to similar repair enzymes which maintain the integrity of the DNA primary structure when conditions are not stressful. A number of genomic rearrangements and point mutations seem to be predetermined by the DNA primary structure.